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To this point, public debate on national health reform has been less than civil and, I'm sad to say, 

even less conducive to bipartisan agreement. Unfortunately, David Ure's recent "My View" (Sept. 

11) only adds to the confusion and polarization of the body politic. Let's hit the pause button and 

consider what is actually proposed, by whom — and why. 

First and foremost, there is no denying the emphasis on private market solutions in all proposals 

under consideration. In fact, by making fundamental changes in the rules of the private insurance 

market (no more cherry picking or higher premiums for those with pre-existing conditions), the 

reforms will actually strengthen the market so it can serve almost all Americans. Those with private 

insurance can keep it, though they will find their costs will become more manageable over time. Ure 

calls this "federal control of health care," even though the feds would be stepping in to stabilize the 

private market so that it works better for all of us. 

Story continues below 

For those without an offer of affordable coverage in the workplace, reforms would include a modest 

Medicaid expansion but then create new markets through the use of exchanges to connect 

consumers with affordable private market plans. Research has proved that the way to bend the cost 

curve is through coverage, not around it. Almost all of the newly insured would be covered in the 

private market, and this is why the insurance industry remains committed to comprehensive reform.  

Ure characterizes the Utah Health Policy Project as the "tip of the spear" in favor of the "public 

option," or government-controlled health insurance. However, the reality is that UHPP is constantly 

confronted for not taking a more forthright position in favor of the public plan. For the record: Since 

the start of the reforms, we have supported only those variations of the public plan option that 

compete on a level playing field with private plans and are designed to strengthen the private 

market by modeling the behavior we want to see in that market. 
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